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Abstract
The fact is that it is always attempted to develop suitable motivation factors satisfying company
management needs in this very sensitive as well as vital aspects of development. Each of existing
approaches at some point has been applied and tested as to its effects on people’s lives, jobs, and
personal goals in life as well as in the work place. Honestly, it is very difficult to find out motivation factors, which can be used in wide areas of management process. There is no flexible manner
of factors to apply in large areas of business. It makes necessary to adopt behavior of motivation
factors depending on business type or spheres. Obviously it opens an environment to differentiate
motivation factors for successful observation and monitoring of the process. There are wide methods of motivation factors existing in different sources [1]. This paper offers a new approach of
definition of motivation factors. For this reason a cognitive classification formed on the Masloff
hierarchy categories is suggested. It states detailed classification of a large number of factors,
which make assume a wide use of such option in different type of business areas. One more advantage of this classification of motivation factors is the most convenient of measurability of developed system. This subject is highly important especially meeting the main requirements of the
system with SMART segmentation. It makes possible and opens an opportunity easily to assess the
system for further right decision-making.
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1. Introduction
Motivation consists a psychological aspect of human perception, which makes of object of inquires of scientist
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as one of the important options in management process. Because motivation is a psychological construct and
human condition that cannot be observed or recorded directly. It is vital to study aspect of motivation and get an
answer to the important question—how to measure motivation, and what kind of criteria is required to be undertaken within motivation factors measurement. In some cases, approach of measurement of motivation was stated
in terms of observable cognitive (sense, perception, spirit, aspiration), affective (background, experience), behavioral (presentably, performance) and physiological (emotion, brain activation) responses and using self-reports
[2]. It can be launched of conception of comparative analysis of selected factors which we are intending to
measure. It is highly important definition, segmentation and differentiation of accepted items and availability of
those items merging into the SMART system.
There is no doubt that above indication makes an important determination what type of motivation we are
expecting to capture and shows how to measure motivation. Undoubtedly, it is the fact of clear understanding of
achieved results.
The success depends on the philosophy and way of indicators of the factors of motivation selected for measurement. It is the first step of approach in the process definition. The next important option is method or module use as an instrument for measurement of motivation factors.

2. Distinguish Approach of Motivation Definition and Its Existing Methods of
Measurement
The fact is that motivation factor can be reflected by distinguishing between different dimensions of motivation
factors for instance, speed of commitments of employee during task implementation in working place. The other
factor of motivation can be stated relation of individual orientation to the nominated goals, which is the picture
of number of factors motivating of a person on his/her future expectations. It opens an environment to find out
indicators how to measure of motivation factors depend of those achievements [3]-[5].
There is one more undertaking in motivation factors definition trended to the study of human behavior. It
considers selection appropriate criteria developments, which can be used and applied for measurement of motivation. In some cases, this philosophy is integrating to the goals as an inherent part of motivation. Such kind of
integrated motivation factor is comparatively easily can be measured since contains almost two indicators which
creates positive environment in measurement stage of definition. Undoubtedly, goal does not limit only one option. There are a large of options consisting such segments like choice, speed and performance forming the human behavior. Separately each of those options can be participate in achievement of nominated target. Undoubtedly, those options can also be presented by sections. For example, it can be segmented into accuracy, amount
of done job, quality etc. This option tangible helps to reflect the form and approach of measure of motivation
factors. As it sees from above indications, it is enough good characterizer’s human performance.

2.1. Differentiation of Motivation Scale Frame
The fact is that different targets or aims could be faced during task executions. For instances, defined target can
reflected between accuracy and task execution speed. In this pursuit with approach of selection of motivation
segments creates possibility to achieve of targets for measurement.
Why it has been identified as the cognitive source in measurement process? It can be stated that accuracy and
speed are measurable parameters. An accuracy of task solving seems not directly would be assessed. There is
number of methods make available to evaluate of quality of performance within task execution. At the same
time relations between accuracy and speed can play a good indicator of motivation of human behavior [6].
It has to be considered that when performing many skills, the accuracy of an action will influence the speed of
the action such that accuracy motivation will reduce speed, whereas motivation to be quick will reduce accuracy.

2.2. Ability and Capacity as the Motivation
In some cases the measurement can be captured fluctuation of motivation do not related to the studied process. It
makes necessary and important an increase number of motivation factors or factors consisting internally number
of segments. For instance, ability and capacity are a forming such a type of approach in motivation measurement.
A contains of ability and capabilities are following:
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•
•
•
•
•

education;
experience;
jobs types of involvement and responsibilities within done jobs;
skills;
any others.
Therefore, big number of segments makes sure of increasing of accuracy of measurement process of motivation factors.

2.3. Learning Desire
Learning is the process having significant influence on performance. There is no doubt that there is a link between learning desire and skills, ability of engagement of complicated problem solving, personal improvement
opportunities etc. In conformity with pursuit and perception of personal habit a learning is one more factor of
motivation showing the way of measurement of organization motivation as an significant element of organization management process [7].

3. Conceptual Model of Motivation Factor Measurement
There is statement of the conceptual approach for measurement of the motivation factors includes the interrelationships between employee efforts, employee performance, stakeholders for definition of the motivational level
of individuals. It is very important issue in organization management, particularly for the companies based on
learning organization philosophy in its development process.
In general, it concerns following of definitions:
• employee performance and its measurement and evaluation;
• compensation condition both fixed and variable;
• carrier promotion.
Taking into consideration above indications it has been offered model of approach how to achieve expectations in motivation factor measurement. For this reason suggested to classify of motivation factors by categories
based on Masloff hierarchy [8]. It runs and consists mainly self actualization, esteem, love/belonging, safetysecurity, physiological classification based on which can be developed further actions of motivation clarification
options. It is necessary to indicate that each of classification has an own sub-items, which can be reflected as
below:
• Self actualization
 morality;
 creativity;
 spontaneity;
 problem solving;
 lack of prejudice;
 acceptance of fact;
 talent creativity fulfillment.
• Esteem
 self-esteem;
 confidence;
 achievement;
 respect of others;
 respect by others;
 mastery recognition respect.
• Love/belonging
 friendship;
 family.
• Safety-security
 body;
 employment;
 resources;
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 morality;
 the family;
 health;
 property.
• Physiological
 breathing;
 foot;
 water;
 sleep;
 shelter;
 warms.

4. Data Collection Method
The appropriate method selection for data collection is one of the significant aspect of motivation measurement
process. In our case, data was collected at a single research site in the selected private local company. This approach made possible to undertake specifics of local behavior, culture and other characteristic features of people
consisting mainly in Masloff’s hierarchy.
Table 1 shows classification and sub-items of classification Form of questionnaire developed for data collection. For this reason, it has been conducted tests for collection of personnel data and conducted a survey amongst
all individual employees of the company. Before setting up and sending out the survey it was conducted number
of interviews with different organization positional status level of employees in order to understand of the organization, the activities performed and the incentive systems in place during evaluation process. The personnel
data consists of information indicated in the Table 1 created on the base of Masloff’s hierarchy.

5. Motivation Factor Measurement
In order to grasp the status and place of motivation in the organization of employees, the respondents were asked
to react to the statements developed within the questionnaire. Five statements were intended to measure and
Table 1. Masloff hierarchy categories bases motivation factors classification.
Total

Self-actualization
Morality

Creativity

Spontaneity

Problem solving

Lack of prejudice

Acceptance of Talent creativity
fact
fulfillment

2

2

Esteem
Self-esteem

Confidence

Achievement

Respect by others

Respect by others

7

2

Mastery recognition respect
9

Love/belonging
Friendship

Family
0
Safety-security

Body

Employment

Resources

Morality

The family

Health

Property
0

Physiological
Breathing

Foot

Water

Sleep

Shelter

Warmth
0
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estimate for definition of the level of organizations intrinsic motivation. Motivation factor analysis was used to
identify the dimensions of the responses. Each factors have been segmented into the sub-items which significantly impacted to achieve high accuracy of results within calculation stage of motivation measurement process.
In the other hand categories of Masloff’s hierarchy were classified by coefficient of significance of attitude.
For instance physiological category was assess as coefficient 0.2 and self-actualization as 1.0.
Table 2 has developed base on questionnaire results conducted among organization staff and demonstrates
category positions and coefficients (k) consequently depends of their status of importance. It has been use below
formula for motivation factor (MF) calculation:
MF = Total × k
where “Total” relates to the Masloff hierarchy categories based on the data collected by questionnaire (Table 1,
column “Total”).
It has been calculated and graphed of motivation factors on Masloff’s hierarchy categories. Figure 1 shows
results of measurement of motivation factors. A motivation square “MS” gives definition of the location and
place of condition of organization motivation. Position of “MS” can change depends of qualitative characteristics of Masloff’s hierarchy categories. The best characteristic of Masloff’s hierarchy categories are in the area to
close to self-actualization as it has approached by Masloff’s hierarchy philosophy. A shifting to the left direction
of MS is the indication and reflection of the staff low motivation factor.
In the meantime half-width of MS is also very important parameter and indicator of motivation factor. Because, the half-width demonstrates the degree of blurriness of the motivation factor. The blurriness of MS takes
the best point in the case of lower half-width, which makes easily to assess the condition of motivation factor of
staff. It is an excellent instrument for managers during management process of company motivation.

6. Conclusions
In this paper, an employee motivation and motivation categories for the level of motivation are discussed. The
problem of motivation is important from the point of view of categories definition of motivation. It is required to
state appropriate elements of motivation in order to be able to evaluate of motivation factors.
This paper shows a new approach of the motivation classification based on Masloff’s hierarchy categories. It
makes possible to select factors consisting of motivation factors with further implementation of evaluation stage.
This is demonstrating suitability of motivation measurement as a significant object of organization management
process.
An essential place in this investigation takes visual presentation of outcomes of measurement. Performance of
the motivation factors with integration of the method of measurement opens a picture for managers how and
Table 2. Masloff hierarchy categories and coefficient of importance with results of questionnaire.
Physiological (k = 0.2)

Safety-security (k = 0.4)

Love belonging (k = 0.6)

Esteem (k = 0.8)

Self-actualization (k = 1.0)

0

0

0

7.2

2

Unit

10
9
8
7.2
6
5
4
3
2
1
0

MS
Physiological

Category

Safety Securtiy of

Love/Belonging

Esteen

Self - actualization

Figure 1. Masloff’s hierarchy categories organization motivation factor
characteristic.
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what should done for management of the process of employee motivation to orient in the right way of expectation in this vital aspect of organization management.
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